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Michelle made the cupcakes, so she decided that she could say who ate 
them. Do you think this was fair?

The flamingos and lawn gnomes were really upset about the water situation, 
so they started calling each other names. How should they have treated 
each other instead?

Do you think the fight between the flamingos and lawn gnomes would have 
happened if the gnomes had shared the water in the first place?

The evil robot Cavinus really wanted there to be a conflict over the water. 
How do you act when the people around you get into fights or have 
problems? Do you help them or try to make it worse? What is one way you 
can help your friends or family when they don’t want to share?

The penguins came to the planet on a “peaceful mission.” Why is it a good 
idea to have an adult help you sort out disagreements that you have with 
your friends or siblings?

Why do you think “everybody benefits” when we are generous with other 
people?

Do you think we should only share with other people when we can get 
something in return?

Look up Philippians 2:3-4 with your family. It is easy to be generous when you 
know you will be rewarded, but the Bible tells us we should put others above 
ourselves, not expecting anything in return. That is what it means to sacrifice. 
This week go through your toys or pantry and pick out some items that you can 
generously give to someone in need. Many food pantries are going through 
shortages, so help them out by sharing what you have!
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